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Abstract
In the age of Big Data, we have faced on the challenges such
as diversity, data reliability, and scalability issues in order to
find new knowledge from data. Recent advancement in
computational science leads to investigate Data-driven
research methodologies as well as well-designed data
repository for big data and platform, so we have developed
EDISON-Scientific Data Repository (SDR) platform to store
various and heterogeneous data from a variety of data
sources. In this paper, we propose a database model to store
heterogeneous and diverse data from various sources in one
general-purpose repository and an indexing method to support
further analysis. To evaluate the usefulness and functionality
of EDISON-SDR platform, as a pilot study, we have stored the
simulation data in the Materials field on EDISON-SDR
platform and we have applied to three applications developed
for searching and analyzing using stored data.
Keywords: Data Repository, Data Analysis, Computational
Science, Simulation

INTRODUCTION
EDISON platform [1] is an educational research environment
in which students can learn the computational science
methodologies by supporting the web-based computational
science engineering software. Recently, there is an increasing
demand for Open Science that can increase the efficiency of
research and education by opening up various data such as
experiments and simulations and sharing with the
communities. Open Science aims to make scientific research,
data, and other products accessible to everyone. Therefore, we
have been developing EDISON-SDR (Scientific Data
Repository) platform to store simulation data derived from
EDISON platform.
EDISON-SDR platform is a repository that can easily publish,
preserve, and analyze simulation data. Sharing and reusing
simulation data not only avoid duplication of calculation time
and cost but also can provide a new research method to extract
meaningful information through the analysis of accumulated
data [2].

data are diverse and heterogeneous. EDISON platform
provides simulation software for a variety of fields including
Computational Fluid Dynamics, Nano-Physics, Computational
Chemistry, and Computational Medicine. Each type of data
which is generated in different fields is different. In addition,
each type of data generated by different simulation software in
the same field is different and even in the case of same
software, the type of data may also be different depending on
the software version. Second, in order to analyze accumulated
simulation data, additional information is needed to
summarize and represent the simulation. When the data is
stored in the database, most of the data only needs general
information such as who the owner of this data is, when the
data is published, what the title of this data is, where the data
is located, and so on. However, when the user wants to search
the simulation data from database, it needs more information
that is specific to simulation software such as what the input
parameter of this simulation is, what the output of this
simulation is, and so on.
Reflecting these characteristics, EDISON-SDR platform is
designed to store heterogeneous and diverse data from various
sources in one general-purpose repository and to support
functions for further analysis. To evaluate the usefulness and
functionality of EDISON-SDR platform, as a pilot study, we
have stored the simulation data in the Materials field on
EDISON-SDR platform and we have applied to three
applications for search and analysis. Therefore, in this paper,
we describe i) how we have designed database models of
EDISON-SDR platform, ii) an indexing method for further
analysis and iii) three applications developed for search and
analysis using accumulated data in EDISON-SDR platform.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
explains the related research of data repositories. Section 3
explains database models for storing simulation data and a
method for indexing data stored in the database. Section 4
describes three search and analysis applications using stored
data in EDISON-SDR platform. Finally, Section 5 concludes
this study.

The characteristics of the simulation data generated by
EDISON platform are as follows. First, the types of simulation
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RELATED RESEARCH
There are many general-purpose data repositories including
Ckan [3], Dataverse [4], and Dspace [5]. However, they have
limitations in providing advanced analysis that is specific to
the field. The repositories that is specific to one field include
NoMad [6] and Materials Project [7] in Materials field and
HepSim [8] in High Energy Physics field. However, they are
less flexible and scalable to support various types of data. The
sweet spot of EDISON-SDR platform is that it can i) store
various types of simulation data, ii) have a flexible
preprocessing framework, and iii) provide applications for
further analysis.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
EDISON-SDR platform was designed to store the data derived
from EDISON platform and EDISON platform has used
Liferay portal framework [9] and MySQL DBMS. Thus,
EDISON-SDR platform also has used the same framework
and database for integration with EDISON platform.

Database Model
There are four database models to store simulation data:
Dataset, Collection, DataType, and DataTypeSchema.
Dataset model, the most important model in EDISON-SDR
platform is a model for storing simulation results. In order to
store each simulation result and to identify each simulation,
Dublin Core [10] and Descriptive Metadata [11] information
are required. Dublin Core is metadata that describes what the
title of this simulation is (i.e., Title), who executed the
simulation (i.e., Author), when the simulation was run (i.e.,
Date), and so on. Dublin core information is a common
property of all simulation results and is stored in each field in
Dataset model as shown in figure 1.
Descriptive Metadata refers to describing and identifying
information resources. In EDISON-SDR platform, Descriptive
Metadata describes the simulation result. It is extracted from
the result files and stored in the database. For example, in the
field of Materials, information on volume, density, number of
elements, and coordinate of the material is Descriptive
Metadata that can describe this simulation. In the field of
Computational Fluid Dynamics, information on thickness,
Umach, Cl, and Cdp can be Descriptive Metadata. As you can
see in this example, Descriptive Metadata can have various
names and data types depending on the field. Even in the same
field, Descriptive Metadata may vary depending on the
simulation software. This type of data is called unstructured
data. Storing such unstructured data in the relational database
is too inefficient because the attribute names are not fixed so
that database model must be created everytime the new
Descriptive Metadata is generated. In the example above, we
have to create the model with attributes volume, density,

number of elements, and coordinates for storing Materials data
and to create another model with attributes thickness, Umach,
Cl, and Cdp for storing CFD data. This approach is against the
general-purpose nature of the EDISON-SDR platform.
Therefore, as can be seen in figure 1, we designed to store the
whole Descriptive Metadata in one attribute using JSON
format, which is evaluated to best represent unstructured data.
Collection model is a model for representing a set of related
Datasets. EDISON users could run simulations multiple times
and generate many simulation results to solve one problem
like when we research a certain topic. In other words, it is a
model for bundling several related simulation results.
EDISON-SDR platform sets the access control and license
policy to the Collection so that we can manage the data in
Collection unit.
DataType model is a model for classifying the types of
simulation results and setting the corresponding preprocessing
modules separately. Just as data types such as Integer, Double,
and String in Computer Science have different processing
modules, simulation results on EDISON-SDR platform also
require different preprocessing modules. The preprocessing
module refers to a method of extracting Descriptive Metadata
from simulation results. In general, preprocessing module is
mapped to the simulation software one by one because
simulation results from the same software have same
Descriptive Metadata.
The preprocessing modules can be defined using a code or
script provided by an expert who knows the simulation
software. However, the provided code could have a security
concern and often has dependencies on a specific execution
environment. To solve these issues, as shown in figure 2,
preprocessing code and scripts are developed and executed
through the docker [12]. The name of the docker image has the
same name as the DataType, and the preprocessing is omitted
if there is no docker image for the corresponding DataType
[13].
DataTypeSchema model is a model for storing information of
Descriptive Metadata for each DataType. This model stores
the name of Descriptive Metadata, the description of
Descriptive Metadata, data type of metadata value, maximum
value, minimum value, unit, and whether it is mandatory. For
example, in the field of Materials, the simulation software
called VASP [14] can be a DataType, and after the
preprocessing step, volume, density, number of elements, and
coordinates are extracted from the simulation results as
Descriptive Metadata. These metadata are stored in the
DataTypeSchema model.

Descriptive Metadata Indexing
In order to retrieve the information of the simulation data
through EDISON-SDR platform, it is necessary to index the
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data stored in the database to the search engine. The most
challenging part when we designed the indexing system was
that EDISON-SDR platform has had to support individual
retrieval of each key-value pair of Descriptive Metadata stored
in JSON form. An example of an individual retrieval is as
follows. As shown in figure 1, the keys of DM 1 are
‘material’, ‘spacegroupsymbol’, ‘nelements’ and the values
are ‘Li2O’, ‘Fm-3m’, ‘2.’ Individual retrieval of key-value
pair means that the user can search for the specific key and
value. For example, when the user searches the data with the
number of elements is two (i.e., nelements:2), the first record
is retrieved and the second and third records are not retrieved
because even though the second record has ‘nelement’ as a
key, its value is three and the third record doesn’t have
‘nelement’ as a key.
Liferay framework provides the automatic indexing methods
using Lucene [15] library. The one thing that we have to do is
decide the data type of each attribute in the database and
choose the method according to that data type. For example, as
shown in figure 3, Dataset model has attribute ‘Title’ and its
value is ‘Vasp Sim 1.’ We know this attribute is String type so
that index it with addText method. And for Number type,
addNumber method is used and for Date type, addDate
method is used. In the database models of EDISON-SDR
platform, most attributes have only one value. Thus, we can
use automatic indexing method immediately for each attribute.
However, we cannot immediately use the indexing method to
Descriptive Metadata because multiple values are stored in
one attribute in the form of JSON and the types of these values
are various such as Number, String, and Date. Thus, it is
impossible to determine which method to use among addText,
addNumber, or addDate. In addition, the first parameter of
three indexing methods is the name of attribute. However,
unlike fixed attribute name such as title and author, various
attribute names are generated depending on the simulation
software so that we cannot determine the first parameter of
indexing method. In summary, we do not know the value of
the first parameter of addText, addNumber, and addDate
methods, and we do not know which of the three methods to
use.
In order to solve these issues, EDISON-SDR platform
performs two stage of processing to index Descriptive
Metadata. First step is JSON key-value parsing process. As
can be seen in figure 3, after we retrieve the whole data from
Descriptive Metadata attribute, parse each key-value pairs. In
this example, parsed key-value pairs are ‘<key: material,
value: Li2O>’, ‘<key: spacegroupsymbol, value: Fm-3m>’,
‘<key: nelement, value: 2>’, ‘<key: elements, value: [Li, O]>’,
‘<key: lattice, value: [3.25, 3.25, 3.25]>’, and ‘<key:
coordinate, value: [{…}] >.’ Second step is data type detection
process. We implemented the data type detection method so
that when the parsed pairs are submitted, the method checks
the values and find the data type dynamically. In this example,

‘material’, ‘spacegroupsymbol’, ‘elements’, and ‘coordinate’
are determined as String type so that they are indexed with
addText method. ‘nelements’ is determined as Number type so
that it is indexed with addNumber method. ‘coordinate’ is
actually JSON object type but Liferay does not provide the
method for JSON object type. Thus, we treated it as String
type and used addText method.

USECASE
To test the platform works successfully, we have stored about
130,000 simulation data from four data sources in the
Materials field. The data has been indexed in the way
described in the above section. It makes a variety of analyzes
become possible. We have developed three applications that
utilize the indexed data. The first application is Data search
application that allows the users to view Collection
information and Datasets belonging to the Collection. The
second application is Advanced search application that
performs searches such as equal search and range search using
Descriptive Metadata. The last application is 3-D visualization
chart application that analyzes the overall tendency in the form
of a three-dimensional chart. In the following sections, we
describe each application in detail.

Data Search Application
It is the most basic application that can search and view data
stored in EDISON-SDR platform. This application is divided
into a Collection tab and a Dataset tab. In the Collection tab,
the user can see the list of Collections and the user can search
Collections by the title or description. Figure 4 shows the data
from four data sources stored successfully. In the Dataset tab,
the user can see the list of Datasets regardless of Collections.
The user can also search Datasets by the title or description.

Advanced Search Application
Advanced search is an application that is used to search
Datasets by using Descriptive Metadata. This application
consists of three parts. The first one is the part that selects
DataType. The user can search Datasets only by specific
DataType. The user can also search by selecting multiple
DataTypes. The second one is the query part. The user can
perform equal search, range search, and/or search using
Descriptive Metadata that they want to search. The third one is
the result-of part that selects Descriptive Metadata that wants
to see as a result.
When the user selects a DataType, the list of Descriptive
Metadata belonging to that DataType is listed up in the
selection box of the query part. Now that the user knows
Descriptive Metadata that he/she can use, he/she can write the
query according to the Lucene syntax. For example, as shown
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in figure 5, when the user selects a DataType named ‘vasp’,
the user can see the corresponding Descriptive Metadata such
as 'density', 'crystal system', 'bandgap', 'nelements', 'nsites', etc.
in the selection box. When the user wants to search Datasets
that have the density between 0 and 10 and crystal system of
cubic, the user has to enter ‘density: [0.0 TO 10.0] AND
crystalsystem: Cubic’ in the query part. If the user wants to see
only density and crystal system used in the query, select the
density and crystal system in the result-of part. When the user
hits ‘search’, Datasets corresponding to the query are returned
in table form.

stored about 130,000 simulation data in the Materials field.
After the data was stored and indexed successfully, we have
developed three applications that utilize the indexed data: Data
search, Advanced search, and 3-D visualization chart.
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3-D Visualization Chart Application
We have developed a general-purpose analysis tool which can
make a 3-D visualization chart by using the Descriptive
Metadata in order to help the user to recognize data trends
very fast and intuitively. In addition, we also have provided an
advanced search function for the Descriptive Metadata which
is not a numeric data that cannot be used as parameters [16].
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Figure 1: The example records of Dataset Model

Figure 2: The preprocessing example for 'VASP' DataType [13]
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Figure 3: The indexing method for Dublin Core and Descriptive Metadata

Figure 4: The example of Data search application for Materials Simulation Data
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Figure 5: The example of Advanced search application for Materials Simulation Data

Figure 6: The example of 3-D Visualization chart for Materials Simulation Data
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